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Photoreflectance~PR! of surface-intrinsic-n1 (s-i-n1) type doped GaAs has been simulated by
electroreflectance~ER!. The simulated spectra of the s-i-n1 sample have exhibited many Franz–
Keldysh oscillations, which enable the electric field~F! to be determined. It is known thatF’s
determined from PR are subjected to photovoltaic effect and the measuredF is close toFbi

2dF/2 when the modulating field,dF!Fbi, whereFbi is the built-in field of the sample anddF is
the modulating field. In this work, we have investigated the relation between the measuredF anddF
not only for the region wheredF!Fbi holds, but also for a whole range ofdF. In order to determine
the magnitude ofdF, we have used ER to simulate PR, that is, the measurements of ER under a
forward bias, which is set to be equal todF/2. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~99!01906-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modulation spectroscopy1–5 is an important technique
for the study and characterization of semiconductor prop
ties. It can yield sharp structures around the critical poi
and is sensitive to the surface or interface electric fie
Among them, electroreflectance~ER! is used to modulate the
electric field strength of samples and photoreflectance~PR!
is thought of as a form of contactless ER.

For a medium field strength, the PR or ER spectra
hibit Franz–Keldysh oscillations~FKOs! above the band gap
energy. The electric field strength~F! in the depletion region
can be deduced from the periods of FKOs.6 It is known that
the PR or ER of surface-intrinsic-n1 type doped (s-i-n1)
GaAs exhibit many FKOs and they were attributed to
existence of a uniform electric field in the undoped layer.7–11

The slow decay of FKOs with energy will allow the mo
accurate determination ofF by using fast Fourier transform
technique.12,13

Although PR has the advantage of being contactles
cannot exclude the photovoltaic effect from the pump a
probe beams,7,14 especially from the pump beam for it
higher intensity. The photovoltage, which was produced
electron-hole pairs generated by the pump and probe be
will oppose the original built-in voltage. Hence theF in the
depletion region is reduced and almost equal toFbi2dF/2
whendF!Fbi ,

15 whereFbi is the built-in field of the sample
anddF is the strength of the modulating field. Therefore,
order to reduce the photovoltaic effect, the power densitie
the pump (Ppu) and probe beams were kept below
mW/cm2 in the previous measurements.16

a!Electronic mail: wang@mail.phys.nsysu.edu.tw
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Recently, we have used fast Fourier transform~FFT!
technique to study the dependence ofF and FFT line shape
on Ppu.17 However, it is difficulty to estimatedF in the PR
measurements. In order to know precisely the magnitude
dF, we have simulated PR by ER, that is, by applying t
sample at a sum of a modulating square wave with amplit
Vac and a forward bias with the amplitude ofVac/2.

II. EXPERIMENT

The s-i-n1 GaAs sample used in this experiment w
grown on an1-type GaAs~100! substrate by molecular beam
epitaxy~MBE!. A 1.0 mm n1-doped GaAs buffer layer wa
first grown on this substrate, followed by a 1200 Å undop
GaAs cap layer. The gold film was deposited by a hot fi
ment evaporation and the thickness estimated to be abou
Å.

The experimental setup for the PR measurements, wh
is similar to that previously described in the literature,5 will
be described briefly. Light from a 200 W tungsten lamp w
passed through a 500 mm monochromator~Acton spectra
Pro-500!. The exit light was defocused onto the sample b
lens. The reflected light was collected by a lens to focus o
a Si photodiode detector. The sample was modulated at
Hz by a combination of a square wave and a forward b
with an amplitude of half that of the square wave. The ph
todiode signal was composed of a dc component~R! and an
ac component (DR). The dc component~R! was measured
by an analog to digital converter card of an IBM compatib
personal computer. The output of the photodiode was a
fed into a lock-in amplifier~Stanford Research System S
830! to measure the modulated ac signal (DR). The entire
system was controlled by the personal computer.
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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III. LINE-SHAPE THEORY

The line shape of electromodulation is a response
field-induced change of the reflectivity, which is written as2,3

DR

R
5a~e1 ,e2!de11b~e1 ,e2!de2 , ~1!

in which a andb are the Seraphin coefficients, andde1 and
de2 are the modulation induced changes in the real
imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex dielectric fun
tion. Near the band edge,E0 , of GaAs, b'0 and DR/R
'ade1 .

In the case of a flatband condition under an electric fi
F, De is defined as

De~E,F !5e~E,F !2e~E,0!, ~2!

whereE is the photon energy.
Near theE0 transition of GaAs,De is given by18

De~E,F !5(
i

Bi~\u i !
1/2

E2 GS Eg2E

\u i
D , ~3!

where i 5hh or lh, standing for the heavy- and light-ho
contributions, respectively, theBi are parameters which con
tain the interband optical transition matrix elements,Eg is
the energy gap, and\u i is the electro-optic energy as give
by

\u i5~e2\2F2/2m i !
1/3, ~4!

in which mhh andm lh are the reduced masses of heavy, lig
holes and electron in the direction ofF, respectively.

In the case of a uniform built-in electric fieldFbi and a
modulation fielddF, it was proposed that5

dePR~E,Fbi!5e~E,Fbi!2e~E,Fbi2dF !

5De~E,Fbi!2De~E,Fbi2DF !, ~5!

and

deER~E,Fbi!5e~E,Fbi1dF/2!2e~E,Fbi2dF/2!

5De~E,Fbi1dF/2!2De~E,Fbi2dF/2!.

~6!

The main difference between ER and PR is that
former is the difference between the dielectric constant
Fbi1dF/2 andFbi2dF/2, whereas the latter is that ofFbi

and Fbi2dF. We can simulate PR by ER under the con
tion that the sample is at a forward bias ofdF/2, that is,

de~E,Fbi!5e~E,Fbi1dF/22dF/2!

2e~E,Fbi2dF/22dF/2!

5De~E,Fbi!2De~E,Fbi2dF !. ~7!

The electric fields can be obtained by applying the f
Fourier transform to the PR spectra. This approach has
advantage of determiningF without the ambiguity of choos
ing m. The frequency,f, evaluated from the Fourier trans
form is related toF by

f i5
2

3p
~2m i !

1/2S 1

e\F D , ~8!
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where i 5hh or lh, standing for the heavy- and light-ho
contributions, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The ER simulated PR spectra and the corresponding
of s-i-n1 GaAs for variousVac are shown in Figs. 1 and 2
respectively. The spectra of low values ofVac exhibit many
FKOs above the band gap energy. This is due to a unifo
field existing in the undoped layer. The positions of the e
trema of FKOs are labeled by the index numbers. The bea
the FKOs result from the different oscillation frequenci
associated with the transitions of the heavy and light ho
due to differentm values. Their FFT spectra are resolved in
two peaks, which corresponds to heavy- and light-hole tr
sitions, respectively.

The advantage of using ER to simulate PR is that
magnitude ofdF can be determined more precisely. We ha
measured ER spectra at various bias (Vbias). The F’s thus
obtained, which were deduced from the periods of FKOs
ER spectra, are shown in Fig. 3 plotted againstVbias. These
are close to being linear which show that the field in t
undoped layer is nearly uniform. From the relation betwe
F and Vbias @F~V/cm!576919 ~V/cm!280877 (1/cm)
3Vbias(V)], Vac can be transformed todF in the following
way: dF ~V/cm!580877 (1/cm)3Vac ~V!.

According to Eq.~8!, the evaluatedF vs dF is shown in
Fig. 4. It can be divided into three regions for discussio
Region I is whendF,16175 V/cm (Vac,200 mV), F de-
creases with increasingdF. Region II is when 16175 V/cm
<dF,24263 V/cm (200 mV<Vac,300 mV), F increases

FIG. 1. Electroreflectance simulated photoreflectance at variousVac and the
positions of the extrema of FKOs are labeled by the index numbers.
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with increasingdF. Region III is whendF>24263 V/cm
(Vac>300 mV), F becomes close to the value ofF whendF
approaches zero.

According to Eq.~6!, dePR is the difference between
De1(E,Fbi) and De1(E,Fbi2dF). When dF is increased,
the transformed peak will become broader, as shown in
2. The broadening comes from two reasons. One is whendF
increases, the peaks corresponding toDe1(E,Fbi) and
De1(E,Fbi2dF) will be separated more. The other is whe
dF increases, the amplitude of FKOs will damp out fas
with energy so that the effective width for the FFT becom
narrower. Thus the transformed spectrum will beco

FIG. 2. Fast Fourier transform of Fig. 1, where HH and LH denotes he
and light hole transitions, respectively.

FIG. 3. Strengths of the electric field~F! in the undoped layer are plotte
againstVbias. The negative value ofVbiasmeans reverse voltage. The dash
line is the linear fitting of the data.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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broader. This is known from the fact that if the width of th
finite wave train isDE, then the bandwidth of its FFT spec
trum is 4p/DE.

In region I, the data are fitted by a line whose equation
expressed asF575747 V/cm20.473dF. When dF!Fbi ,
the frequencies of the FKOs are only slightly differen
Hence the peaks corresponding toDe1(E,Fbi) and
De1(E,Fbi2dF) will be merged into one peak. The value o
the center of the merged peak will be close to the one c
responding toDe1(E,Fbi2dF/2).15 Hence F'Fbi2dF/2
when dF!Fbi . Here, we take the value of the intercept
Fbi575747 V/cm.

In region II, wheredF becomes larger, it has two effec
on the FFT spectra. One is the frequency ofDe1(E,Fbi) will
become more different from that ofDe1(E,Fbi2dF). The
other is the amplitude ofDe1(E,Fbi) will be greater than that
of De1(E,Fbi2dF). This is because, according to Eqs.~3!
and ~4!, De1(E,F) is proportional toF1/3. Hence, whendF
is increased,De1(E,Fbi) will become more dominant. The
merged peak will be more unsymmetrical asdF is increased.
The value of the peak will be closer to that corresponding
De1(E,Fbi). Hence, the evaluatedF will increase withdF.

In region III, the frequencies ofDe1(E,Fbi) and
De1(E,Fbi2dF) are so different that they become sep
rable. Also, the amplitude ofDe1(E,Fbi) will become even
larger than that ofDe1(E,Fbi2dF). Hence, the peak corre
sponding toDe1(E,Fbi) will be affected little by that of
De1(E,Fbi2dF). Thus theF evaluated from the main pea
of FFT is close to that ofDe1(E,Fbi).

V. CONCLUSION

Photoreflectance of s-i-n1 GaAs has been simulated b
electroreflectance. The FFT can be divided into three
gions. Region I is whendF,16175 V/cm (Vac,200 mV), F
is close toFbi2dF/2 and the FFT line shape can be clea
resolved into two peaks, which corresponds to heavy-
light-hole transitions, respectively. Region II is whe
16175 V/cm<dF,24263 V/cm (200 mV<Vac,300 mV),
F increases with increasingdF and the line shape of the
heavy-hole transition becomes more unsymmetrical. Reg

y

FIG. 4. Strengths of the electric field~F! in the undoped layer are plotted
against dF. The straight line represents the equationF575747 V/cm
20.473dF.
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III is when dF>24263 V/cm (Vac>300 mV), F becomes
close toFbi and the main peak of the heavy-hole transiti
becomes the most dominant one.
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